TION Ass'N Y.B. 71.
'Although Moran described the view that parole "developed" from the system of tickets-of-leave as a misconception having "so little basis in fact that it is difficult to understand [its] widespread acceptance," it is clear from his argument that by "developed" he meant "originated." Id. at 71.
of the development of tickets-of-leave, "and about the timing 7 and extent' of Maconochie's administration in Australia, but none of the writings examined contain any suggestions that Maconochie contributed to the development of systems of parole. In 1927, however, Witmer could refer to a custom then prevailing of crediting Maconochie with being the "originator of the system in Australia," ' although she expressed some doubt about the validity of this view. In the Attorney-General's Survey of Release Procedures Maconochie, although stated definitely not to have been the inventor of tickets-of-leave, is given "chief credit for developing an early parole system" in that he provided a transitional stage between captivity and complete freedom. 9, 11 (1925) . Both Wines and Lindsey suggest, if not expressly state, that tickets-of-leave were first employed in connection with the probation system in Van Diemen's Land. On this system see Shaw, The Origins of the Probation System in Van Diemen's Land, 6 HISTORICAL STUDIES: AUSTRALIA conochie as the originator of tickets-of-leave and as the progenitor of parole, 1 despite the fact that the second and third editions were preceded respectively by the publication of Moran's article on parole " and Barry's work on Maconochie, both of which showed that this view was wrong. The mistake in this view was pointed out by Reckless in a review of Barry's biography; 1" but in his and subsequent writers' views, the error lay solely in the claim that Maconochie had initiated the ticket-of-leave system. Barry showed, as Moran had done, that the system had been in operation long before Maconochie turned his mind to matters penological. " Moreover, Barry never expressly claimed for Maconochie any credit for developing anything like parole. If he believed such credit due, this is an omission most odd for one who, while writing Maconochie's biography, became the first Chairman of the Victorian Parole Board. 16 American penologists, however, continue to think that even if Maconochie did not initiate the system, he contributed to its development. Thus Dressler writes:
But the ticket-of-leave plan lay comparatively fallow until Alexander Maconochie arrived on the scene. Although he cannot be credited with originating the ticket, he may be called the "father" of parole more appropriately than any other person person. ... 17 Maconochie's distinctive contribution to parole was the mark system, which he made an integral part of the ticket-of-leave program ... is An adjuvant of the mark system was Maconochie's gradations of servitude.... His gradations were... 566-67 (3d ed. 1959) , 780 (2d ed. 1951), 814, 817 (1st ed. 1943) .
12H. BARNES & N. TEETERS, NEW HORIZONS IN CRIMINOLOGY
"Moran, supra note 4, at 78-79. "Reckless, Book Review, 327 ANNALS 158-59 (1960) . "'But perhaps it had not been in operation quite as long before as Barry believed. Ward, Captain Alexander Maconochie, R.N., , 126 GEOGRAPHICAL J. 459, 462, 467 (1960 "Id. at 67.
(4) ticket of leave, which permitted the prisoner to live where he chose, but under conditions .... 19
In the fourth gradation, individuals who bad earned sufficient marks received ticket of leave and were permitted to live anywhere at all, even in England. However, they were to report their residence to police, and were expected to refrain from further illegal acts."
Part of the fault of Dressler's account arises from his confusion between what Maconochie wanted to do on Norfolk Island with what he was allowed to do. Had it been in Maconochie's power to allow it, convicts probably would have been permitted to return to England from Norfolk Island. But none ever did so while Maconochie was on the island, let alone on tickets-of-leave which were not introduced into England until almost ten years after Maconochie left the island. .2 Apart from this, however, Maconochie's influence on the development of parole has not yet been accurately identified. Certainly he contributed to the liberalization of penological thought which made possible the institution of systems of parole. It is also almost certain that those who developed systems of parole believed that Maconochie had thought favorably of the institutions existing in his time from which parole developed; in so far as his opinions carried weight with them, he can be said to have contributed to the development of parole. Nor can it be denied that Maconochie might have approved of systems of parole as they exist today. The basis of the claim for Maconochie's metaphorical paternity of parole, however, is the belief that he approved of those elements in the ticket-of-leave systems of his time that developed into parole, for clearly the position of a ticket-of-leave holder can be fitted very easily into any system of punishment which is conceived of as consisting of stages of increasing freedom through which a presoner must pass before resuming his former status. Indeed, Maconochie spoke of the various stages of punishment as "melting" into one another 22 The truth, however, is that although his views on the matter fluctuated somewhat, on the 191d. at 68. 2Id. at 69. See W. RECKLESS, THE CRIME PROBLEM 558 (4th ed. 1967); P. TAPPAN, CRIME, JUSTICE AND CORREC-TION 711-12 (1960 whole they were unfavorable towards those elements in ticket-of-leave systems which developed into parole, especially when he had.power to do anything about them. Indeed, in a sense, his views were too liberal to allow of the conception of a system of parole.
PAROLE AND TICKETS-OF-LEAVE
It is important, before embarking on an examination of Maconochie's place in the development of parole, to have a clear idea of what is involved in systems of "parole" and "tickets-of-leave." In this author's view, a system of "parole" refers to a system in which persons are released from prison to live in the free community, but subject to restrictions, not usually of a physical nature, to which those never convicted of an offense are not subject. Although the possession and retention of accommodation and employment is an important consideration in the granting and continuation of parole, the emphasis in the system is on the parolee being free to find, choose, and change his own accommodation and employment. The restrictions under which a parolee lives typically oblige him to refrain from certain behavior not in itself criminal as well as requiring of him certain behavior not required, by law at least, from his unconvicted neighbors. The task of enforcing these restrictions is entrusted sometimes to agents appointed specifically for this purpose and sometimes to the police, and their enforcement is carried out through a supervision which may range from a purely repressive surveillance, through benign indifference, to purely supportive counselling. Breach of the conditions of parole render the parolee liable to be returned to prison, and if the breach involves the commission of an act which is an offense in itself, the penalty for the breach and the new offense may be made cumulative on one another. Although the power to impose sanctions for breaches of parole originally arose through the operation of systems of conditional pardons and remissions under which prisoners were released from physical captivity before the expiry of the full term of their sentences, the power to sanction breaches does not necessarily depend on the operation of a system of remissions.
According to this view it is not an important element of a system of parole that admission to it take the form of premature release from prison. Nor, although one cannot deny the strong historical connection between the development of systems of parole and the theory and practice of indeterminate sentencing, should one consider any element of indeterminate sentencing to be an essential feature of parole. This latter point is crucial in any consideration of Maconochie's contribution to the development of systems of parole, for this article does not intend to demonstrate that Maconochie had no effect on the development of the indeterminate sentence. This is an impossible task. 23 All that need be said about the term "ticket-ofleave" is that like the term "probation," it was used to describe a variety of statuses, real and imaginary, through which it was intended a convict should pass on his way to regaining his complete freedom. On many occasions Maconochie spoke approvingly of tickets-of-leave. Given the indiscriminate use of the term, however, it is clear that in some instances the connection between parole and tickets-of-leave is tenuous and in some others non-existent. The only common feature of tickets-of-leave was that they allowed their holders greater freedom than in most cases 24 they had previously possessed.
MACONOCHIE ON TICKETS-OF-LEAVE 2 5
It is true that to an explanation of his system of prison discipline, published in 1855, Maconochie appended the observation: "It is unnecessary to add "3For a discussion of his influence see BARRY, supra note 1, at 229-41.
24The qualification is necessary because it was possible for a convict who had progressed beyond the ticket-of-leave stage to be returned to it for some default.
2'Much of the material which was relied upon for this article was published in the British Parliamentary Papers, although some is to be found only in the House of Lords' Sessional Papers, sets of which are thinner on the ground than are their House of Commons' counterparts. The main despatches between the Colonial Governors and the Home Government relating to Norfolk Island are reprinted in the first series of the Historical Records of Australia. The correspondence between Maconochie and Governor Gipps, copies of which were frequently enclosed in the main despatches, was omitted from the first series, but was to have been reprinted in the third series. The editing of this series, however, has never progressed beyond 1829. References are given primarily to the Parliamentary Papers, giving the page number of the particular paper to which reference is made as well as, in parentheses, the page number of the volume of the papers in which it appears, but, as the Historical Records of Australia, though incomplete, are more accessible than the Parliamentary Papers, a reference is also given to these where it is available. To avoid the references becoming too cumbersome the following abbreviations have been used: tem of discipline would work, it would also be redundant. The year 1855, however, was one of controversy about the system of release on licence that fiad been introduced into England by the Penal Servitude Act of 1853, and there is a passage in a pamphlet Macono6hie wrote in 1856 which suggests that he approved of this system.
A single word may be advantageously added respecting the ticket of leave system, which has lately been so much, and in great measure causelessly, reprobated. Its principle is excellent, and would act beneficially much extended. It provides a further security, besides good management in prison, against the danger of discharging, and thus reabsorbing great criminals among ourselves, by requiring them to be discharged partially at first, and only entirely after serving a further probation in free society before complete release. The principle is thus at once provident and defensive; and the prejudice against it is partly unfounded altogether . . . partly only justified by the defects of [its] administration.
"
But these views on tickets-of-leave, expounded towards the end of his life, were probably only the reflection of the views of persons far more influential than he, in particular his friend Matthew Davenport Hill.
28 When Maconochie first made a serious study of penology in his examination of the penal system in Van Diemen's Land he was extremely critical of tickets-of-leave. He was moved to be so, moreover, not merely by features of the system which he considered characteristic of the penal system in Van Diemen's Land as a whole, such as the uncertainty pertaining to the granting of indulgences and the severity attaching to their forfeiture, but also by features unique to them. What good he saw in the ticket-of-leave system in Van Diemen's Land was directly related to the evil he saw in the stage preceding it. After remarking that assignment is a bad preparation for liberty because it encourages the reduction of convicts to a state of bondage he continues:
It is true that some provision is made at present to meet this objection, by the system of tickets of leave, which, after a certain period of service, most convicts obtain, unless very ill conducted indeed, and with which they are cast on their own exertions for support. frequently dissipated habits, which they find it impossible altogether to throw aside; and to check the effects of these they are subject (I believe, in existing circumstances, necessarily and with good effect) to a minute supervision of the police, which still prevents them acquiring the feelings and habits of freemen. 2 "
According to Maconochie's description, the average ticket-of-leave holder's position in society was a unique one. Once the ticket was obtained, the holder was assigned a particular district in which he was required to reside. Although he could choose his master and residence, he could not change that residence without informing the police; he had to sleep there at all times and was subject to a curfew. He could receive wages but not acquire property. More seriously, the ticket could be suspended or entirely taken away for the most trifling irregularities. In either case, the holder was usually sent to hard labor on a road party." 0 Thus, practically speaking, few ticket holders entirely escaped interruptions in their daily routine although they were otherwise in a comparatively free position. Because of this, Maconochie refers to these ticket holders as "slaves of the police." In proposing a scheme of prison discipline to replace that in Van Diemen's Land, Maconochie observed that convicts who had earned the indulgence of being thrown on their own resources should be subjected to fine, imprisonment, or loss of that indulgence but certainly not corporal punishment. Police interference should be limited to general supervision as regards their place of residence; yet they should be able to change masters and residences when they pleased if the proper notice is given first. The point was that while society should retain the power to coerce them should they abuse their liberty, the real goal was to instill the feelings of a free man in them. Paternal solicitude and protection rather than restraint should characterize the "fetters cast over them." These observations could certainly be read as an early program for parole. It is, however, vague as Maconochie admitted the first formulation of his ideas were intended to be. He remarked that "if my principles were approved of,... I should do wrong to hazard their abstract value by connecting them, as of necessity, with any set of arrangements .... " 2 Report on Convict Discipline, supra note 25, at 9(23). " 5 Report on Prison Discipline, supra note 25, at 5(241). SiId. at 7(243). 32Report on Convict Discipline, supra note 25, at 11(25).
53 ld. at 19(33).
Nevertheless, he was instructed to elucidate his ideas. As he was called on to respond to the comments of officials connected with the penal system of Van Diemen's Land to whom his report had been submitted, they became clearer and more detailed. wise the men would never be able to habituate themselves to the freedom they were approaching.
Having "dearly earned" his way to this position, nothing less than a solemn judicial sentence should deprive him of it. 37 When he prepared a summary of his papers about the Van Diemen's Land system for general publication he included a suggestion that instead of musters there should be "occasional signatures" in books kept for that purpose. They would be opened during particular weeks, thereby giving the men a choice of days and avoiding unnecessary congregating. Instead of fixed residences he proposed that the men be able to indicate a particular town or similar area. To avoid the traps lurking in such places, there could be a prohibition on some of the larger towns." He does not appear to have pursued this suggestion in subsequent writings, however. In a paper written somewhat later he [Vol. 67 admitted that any restrictions thought desirable could be imposed on a ticket-of-leave holder, but wrote that "on principle I would strongly deprecate the multiplication of such restrictions." 39 While in Sydney, awaiting a passage to Norfolk Island to take up his appointment as Superintendent, Maconochie wrote a memorandum on Lord John Russell's Minute on Transportation.' In it he suggested that on conviction all offenders be branded in such a way that the brand be invisible generally, but apparent when sought for; between the toes he thought a suitable place. He continued:
With this hold over early criminals I should abolish entirely, the system of Tickets of Leave and discharge men quite free from the Training Establishments. The Ticket of Leave, however secured, must always be a very dangerous weapon to the criminal; and it is expensive to the State to maintain. It impedes dispersion also, and the disappearance (from the known ranks of crime altogether) often of the best men because the most ashamed of their early conduct. Necessarily confining released Criminals too, to certain Colonies, it will retain to those Colonies that Penal Character which it is much to be desired that they should lose."'
There are three features of Maconochie's administration of Norfolk Island which might be thought to tell against the argument of this paper. They all indicate that Maconochie approved of certain types of ticket-of-leave systems, or at least of certain types of arrangements which were described as ticket-ofleave systems. However, a close examination of them, and his views about them, show that they were deficient in some of those very elements which this author has argued are central elements of modern systems of parole."2 Gov'T GAZETrE T 8 (females), at 361 (May 25, 1835). It was also similar to that introduced for all ticket-of-leave holders except those resident in Sydney in 1841. See Additional Ticket of Leave Regulations, N.S.W. GOV'T GA-ZETTE 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 19, 20, 21, at 1431 (1841 Before the appointment was made, however, it had to be decided whether any or all stages of the experiment should be conducted at home, in insular penitentiaries, or in the penal colonies. Maconochie himself appears to have had no strong views on the matter although he did not particularly favor the use of insular penitentiaries 47 and protested vehemently against the particular choice of Norfolk Island as the site for the experiment. 4' Even while the experiment was in progress on Norfolk Island it remained an open question whether, if successful, a subsequent system based on it should be confined to insular penitentiaries.
After Maconochie had been on Norfolk Island for five months he sent his Proposed Regulations for Penal Stations to Gipps, the Governor of New South Wales. Under these Maconochie suggested that the ultimate stage of discipline should be a local ticket-ofleave. The features of this stage which would have distinguished it from its predecessors were that ticket holders would no longer have been responsible in any way for the actions of the small group to which they would have been attached in previous stages; that they would have been allowed to open shops with articles purchased with marks from the government store; and that they would have been allowed to sit as jurors or act as representatives in local courts of justice, for which services they would have been allowed marks. 
1976]
leave they would have been allowed to "lodge apart, as Circumstances may render possible," and to marry or have their wives and families join them.' 9 )
Maconochie proposed very strict accounting procedures for the economy of shopkeepers; " but, in this author's view, this is the only evidence that he would have subjected local ticket holders to restrictions analagous to those placed on parolees today, beyond the more effective surveillance inevitably arising from the fact that they were in a penal station. Indeed, he openly admitted and advocated the very thing for which he was frequently criticized, namely the attempt to make penal stations as much like the free community as possible. " His point probably would have been that these restrictions are not part of free society, and thus should form no part of a ticket-of-leave scheme. Certainly he felt that when discharged from insular penal stations convicts should not be subject to them. He argued both that a ticket-of-leave made its holder an object of constant suspicion, thus impeding his efforts to settle back into society, and that the abolition of the system of tickets-of-leave in the colonies would permit a reduction in the police presence there. Thus, expenses would be saved and the opportunity for colonial public opinion to influence the administration of justice removed. Maconochie did not think highly of colonial views on punishment. The second feature relates to the condition of the doubly convicted prisoners from New South Wales. They were ordered to be excluded, and but for a short time, were actually excluded from the trial of Maconochie's ideas. Under a local Act, passed in 1838," 4 the Governor was empowered to grant to such men conditional remissions of sentence which allowed them to return to New South Wales. Gipps was mindful of the opposition to the Act expressed in the Legislative Council on behalf of the graziers of the colony who were apprehensive of the freedom cattle thieves might enjoy under it. " He was therefore set against too liberal a use of the Act. Maconochie complained that although the effect of the Act was to remove from the island the best prisoners and leave the worst behind, 5 " his recommendations for conditional remissions under this Act were too frequently rejected; whereas one recommendation in nineteen had been refused before he took over Norfolk Island, since his appointment almost half had been refused. 57 Maconochie thought that the reason for what he considered to be a more careful selection was the result of the bad behavior of the prisoners first granted remissions under the Act. These prisoners, however, had not experienced Maconochie's regime. Maconochie thought, and was later able to show it to be so, 5 that prisoners returned by him to New South Wales, even though they had been excluded from the full trial of his ideas, would be better behaved than In Gipps' despatches conditional remissions under the Act are described as tickets-of-leave, and of these Maconochie clearly approved. It is clear from the Act, however, that these tickets-of-leave have little connection with parole, for convicts on their return to New South Wales were kept in irons at hard labor on the roads or on public works.
TICKETS-OF-LEAVE ON NORFOLK ISLAND
The third feature of Maconochie's administration indicative of approval for a ticket-of-leave system is the choice he made in 1842 for such a system when Gipps offered him the option of releasing men on Norfolk Island on tickets-of-leave or on conditional pardons. A consideration of the circumstances that lead up to that choice, hoivever, and a study of the system itself show that it cannot be taken as evidence of Maconochie's real approval of anything that might develop into a system of parole.
The general principles setting forth the limits within which Maconochie was free to conduct his experiment on Norfolk Island had been communicated to Gipps by Normanby, the Secretary of State for War and the Colonies, in 1839. Apart from requiring the separation of the doubly convicted men on the island from the prisoners sent direct from England, to whom the experiment was to be confined, they required: 1st. that a fixed period of imprisonment should, in the first place, be allotted for the punishment of 3rd. that when allowed to leave Norfolk Island, he should not be assigned to any individual in Australia, but should enjoy the advantages at least equal to those of a ticket of leave. 6
There is scope for some ambiguity in the conjunction of the first and second principles; but Gipps always held to the view that they required a convict, as the first part of his sentence, to serve a term whose length was both known in advance and incapable of being shortened in any event. 63 Apparently that period had been fixed at two years. within which no ticket-of-leave or pardon could be granted to a convict by the Governor or LieutenantGovernor of a colony. But Maconochie believed, somewhat foolishly, that he had been promised complete freedom to test his ideas, even to the extent of ignoring Acts of Parliament. 69 He not only merged the establishments for the new and old convicts and introduced the mark system for all prisoners on the island within a fortnight of arriving on Norfolk Island but also fixed scales of marks which would allow prisoners to earn the price of freedom before the expiry of the minimum periods fixed by the 1832 Act. 11
Gipps had been given authority to terminate the experiment on Norfolk Island at any time, " and the experiment nearly came to an end with this departure from Maconochie's instructions. However, it was allowed to continue. The two convict establishments on the island were separated, and Russell instructed Gipps to remove to Tasman's Peninsular all those convicts in the New Establishment having more than three years to serve before becoming eligible for a ticket-of-leave under the ordinary regulations. 7' He later informed Gipps that in the future no one having more than four years to serve before becoming eligible for a ticket-of-leave under the ordinary regulations would be sent to Norfolk Island; to effect this those sentenced to transportation for fourteen years would be sent to Van Diemen's Land for two years first. 7' Because of Maconochie's protests, 74 however, the men were not removed from The result was that sooner than was convenient many convicts had accumulated the number of marks which Maconochie had promised them would be the price of freedom. Maconochie was continually pressing Gipps to honor these promises on his behalf. Gipps, for his part, although he felt that the fault for the situation was Maconochie's entirely, was aware of the risks of failing to do so. " But Gipps felt constrained for two reasons. First, he believed the Act of 1832 prevented him from shortening sentences to the extent demanded by Maconochie; 77 and second, he simply did not know where to send the men if they were released. He felt bound by what he considered to be a pledge given by Russell to New South Wales that no prisoners sent directly to Norfolk Island from England would be subsequently sent to New South Wales, and although Russell has said that all prisoners on the expiration of their sentences or on being granted a ticket-of-leave would be sent to Van Diemen's Land, 7s Gipps felt he could not send such prisoners there individually without the consent of the Lieutenant-Governor. This was not forthcoming. 7 No decision had been taken about either of these questions when Maconochie had been installed in Norfolk Island,"' and Gipps claimed later, not en- tirely convincingly, that a timely and informed decision would have been possible had Maconochie not applied his system of marks from the beginning of the prisoners' sentences and dispensed with the first stage of punishment. ", Gipps, foreseeing the difficulty in which he would be placed by Maconochie's conduct, began early on to press for a decision. 82 When it came 83 it authorized the issue of conditional pardons ' but left Gipps unsure whether those prisoners granted them were to remain on Norfolk Island. Gipps concluded that they were, for a short time at least. "He saw, however, that the usual form of a conditional pardon would be inappropriate for convicts remaining on Norfolk Island in that it would put them in a more favorable position than the non-convict population there, who were bound by regulations required for the operation of a penal station. To these regulations the holders of conditional pardons would have to be subject. Gipps also required the insertion in the pardon of a condition requiring its holder to leave the island when directed and to settle where directed by the government. He was aware too that it might be a little ambitious to expect every pardon holder on Norfolk Island "entirely to maintain himself, and be of no expense whatever to the Government," ' ' as was invariably expected of those given conditional pardons elsewhere. He therefore directed that each pardon should contain a condition requiring its holder either to maintain himself or, if unable to do so, to repay in labor the cost of any supplies received from the government.8 This instruction came with, or was followed shortly afterwards by, a gloss, apparently added on the advice of Deputy Commissary General Miller in Sydney, that only money or "productive" labor would be an acceptable payment. Labor was defined as "productive" only if it "produces a valuable article." 8 Maconochie was authorized to draw from the government store whatever was needed to run the scheme and he was made responsible for the resulting account; pardon holders were prohibited from having accounts directly with the store."8 He was also warned that he should ensure that convicts receiving supplies from him were charged the market price and that he should take special care in valuing the labor carried out by way of payment. 90 Despite the detailed consideration Gipps gave to conditional pardons when he transmitted his instructions to Maconochie, he allowed Maconochie to institute a system of tickets-of-leave rather than one of conditional pardons if he thought them preferable, and he pointed out that ticket holders were amenable to summary jurisdiction, whereas pardon holders were not. I do not think that it would answer at all in this place, and amidst such a community, immediately and at one bound, to emancipate them [i.e., the convicts] from Summary Jurisdiction. "
The island was nothing but a penal establishment. It was about five miles long and two and a half miles wide; its total area was about 8,528 acres. " No free settlers were allowed on the island. 9' The inhabitants of this small area then were either members of the convict establishment or prisoners. The former never at any time exceeded 170 persons, including soldiers and free officers. " The latter, at the time of Gipps' visit to the island almost a year after the institution of the ticket-of-leave system, included 876 doubly convicted men and 593 "new hands," a total complement considerably less than when Maconochic went to Norfolk Island. Of the 593, as many as 509 had island tickets-of-leave, " most of which had probably been given immediately on the inauguration of the scheme. 9" How could anything remotely resembling a system of parole be made to work in such circumstances? Clearly work and accommodation would have to be provided for ticket-of-leave holders and the government would have to provide them. In opting for what he called a system of tickets-of-leave Maconochie was merely adopting the terminology of Gipps. What Maconochie realized it was practicable to organize was better described as a system of tickets-of-leave rather than one of conditional pardons. Neither the system he planned nor the one he instituted, however, can be regarded as a forerunner of parole.
by myself and, in this author's view, Barry, see S. Maconochie had originally intended that ticket-ofleave holders should receive no allowances, from the government. " This was, of course, in exact accordance with his instructions, although probably he had determined this before they reached him. '00 When; however, he drew up a scheme of accounts for use in connection with the ticket-of-leave system and submitted it for Gipps' approval, Miller noticed that Maconochie was proposing to allow ticket holders credit for "all rations saved,"' 0 1 whether they worked for the government or not. Indeed, Maconochic now planned to allow to every ticket holder eleven marks a day in place of the clothing and rations with which the government had formerly provided him. Ticket holders were to be allowed to employ themselves as they wished-for example, as servants, shopkeepers, or farmers-but those who undertook a day's work for the government' would be able to acquire about another twenty-five marks. These marks could be either accumulated towards the price of the convict's freedom, for which he was expected to set aside ten a day, or used to purchase food, clothing, or other supplies.'" 2 He proposed, moreover, that all supplies required for the ticket-ofleave scheme would be channelled into it only "Memorandum on the Establishment that will be required adequately to carry out the New System of Convict Management in Norfolk Island, the accounts that it might be required to keep, and the expense that may be thereby incurred (Mar. 18, 1842) 'His instructions were contained in letters dated Jan. 28, 1842 , Feb. 3, 1842 and Feb. 8, 1842 . In the letter accompanying the memorandum Maconochie states that the memorandum was referred to in his last report and would have been forwarded then had he not been anxious to "mature" it. The risk in all such cases would be theirs, and no losses would be made up by the Government-the transactions would be strictly as between Wholesale and Retail Merchants; and both much trouble would be saved and a nearer ressemblance be produced to life in free Society.10o
Gipps had told Maconochie that tickets-of-leave were to be issued only to those who, having accumulated the necessary number of marks, had not thereafter for three months incurred any punishments whatever. 1'" The basis for this instruction presumably was Russell's observation that conditional pardons should be issued to those who had not forfeited any marks "when indulgence was within their reach."
Maconochie also understood, although it is not clear why, that it was Gipps' intention that the credit allowed ticket holders should not exceed the value of one day's work. 1o6 Against both these restrictions, as against the limitation of labor that could be offered as payment for supplies to "productive" labor, Maconochie protested. The first, he argued, would merely add to the number of marks required for a ticket-of-leave while at the same time making it possible that a slight fault would incur a severe penalty. The second would prevent men from setting themselves up in occupations requiring something in the nature of a capital investment, which he wished to be open to ticket holders. The third would discourage ticket holders from following such occupations as clerking and schoolmastering. The purpose which these restrictions were designed to further, he informed Gipps, would be met by carrying out all accounting in marks and by allowing ticket holders credit up to the value of their accumulated marks once the number of marks required as the price of a ticket had been subtracted. Convicts would be encouraged thereby not to claim their tickets until they had accumulated a number of marks somewhat in excess of the price of a ticket. Maconochie told Gipps in effect that he was going to ignore what he took to be Gipps' instructions about the amount of credit to be allowed to ticket holders and that he would allow them to purchase supplies in whatever 10'Memorandum, supra note 99, at 577. " 'Letter No. 42 quantity they desired up to the amount of accumulated marks standing to their credit. 107
Maconochie had always wanted marks to be convertible into currency, and under his Regulations for Penal Stations convicts who had obtained a sufficient number for their freedom would have been allowed to remain at the stations for up to six months thereafter in order to accumulate a surplus of marks which they could exchange for cash on their return to freedom. ' The'notional value Maconochie assigned to a mark was one penny for convicts who had not yet obtained sufficient marks for their freedom, 109 and twopence for those remaining at the penal stations after having done so. 11 0 The exchange of marks for money was never approved, ' though the possibility that it might be was one of the reasons Gipps became anxious to remove convicts from Norfolk Island as soon as they had obtained the number of marks Maconochie had led them to believe would procure their removal from it.
In authorizing the issue of conditional pardons Russell had remarked that the discretion of spending money is one of the tests of reformation to which the convicts ought to be subject before they are allowed to leave Norfolk Island. I" It is very difficult to determine the extent to which the ticket-of-leave scheme extended opportunities of spending money on the island. It seems that even before its institution convicts on the island were buying and selling articles with money. Smith alleged that they obtained money from friends on the mainland, and no doubt the soldiers and free officers on the island also provided it for the convicts' economy. "' Under the ticket-of-leave system the amount of convict produce for sale might have been expected to increase; though in assessing the extent to which the position of a ticket holder was really different from that of other convicts on the island, it should be remembered that even before the ticket-ofleave scheme convicts had been allotted gardens to work for their own benefit 114 and on two occasions had been issued pigs. Indeed fewer pigs were issued to ticket holders than to other convicts. "' The obvious way to inject money into the convict economy, however, was for the government to purchase whatever the ticket holders chose to offer to it for sale.
Maconochie allotted farms consisting of areas of between six and ten acres to parties of four to six ticket holders who erected a hut or cottage on them. Each farm consisted of cleared and uncleared land. For each acre of the former he required an annual rent of twelve bushels of maize or one-third the average crop per acre of maize raised on government land. 16 One-half of this rent was to be paid in kind so that Maconochie could estimate the probable yield of the land. For the cultivation of the uncleared land no rent was payable in the first year. Ticket holders were allowed to purchase provisions and whatever was necessary to cultivate their farms with the surpluses of their accumulated marks or were given credit for these, with their first produce being put to the discharge of the debt. Thereafter, Maconochie proposed the government should buy the produce. For example, a sow would be sold for six marks a pound, and pork brought for threepence a pound. "'
The Colonial Secretary, Commissariat, and Commanding Engineer had all criticized the scheme on the grounds that it would involve a greatly increased expenditure, and Gipps concurred in the criticism. He berated Maconochie for departing from his instructions. These departures included the grant of a credit for rations saved to men working for themselves, the payment of excessive wages to those on government work, the allowance of credit up to convicts' accumulated marks, and the provision by 114On the Alleged Idleness on this Establishment, supra note 56, at 45(473 the government of housing for the men. 11 Even before he received Maconochie's defense of his actions, 11 however, Gipps had decided to approve the scheme in general; and so Maconochie was told. 120 Only the permission to change marks into money, it seems, was refused.
From the first, the scheme ran into difficulties. Smith, the Commissariat Officer on Norfolk Island, refused Maconochie a shed in the Commissariat's yard to use as a store in connection with the scheme.121 Gipps had directed that the prices of articles imported from Sydney and issued in connection with the scheme would have to include the cost of their freight. 122 Maconochie protested, ineffectively, to the high prices to be charged for articles issued to him; he pointed out that if ticket holders were charged such high prices they could hardly be refused them when they had goods to offer for sale. 2' Smith objected to the issue of pigs and maize to ticket holders. 124 The ticket holders, for their part, not only came forward so quickly with their first produce as to cause Miller to observe that "there is some doubt as to the source whence obtained," 125 but they also refused to have it treated as the repayment of a debt and demanded payment in cash for it.
such payments either for their first, or for any other, produce without express authorization from his superiors. 128 When the matter came before Gipps, he upheld Maconochie's right to issue the pigs and maize, while reporting to Stanley that he had "reserved his opinion as to the discretion of the measure"; " 9 but he refused to sanction the purchase of ticket holders' produce by the store. Thomson, Gipps' Colonial Secretary, wrote to Maconochie:
Whether such payment may or may not be ultimately sanctioned is one of the most important questions as yet undecided in respect of your Experiments. If His Excellency could adopt your sanguine views of the Success of these experiments, he would not hesitate to determine that the Ticket men should be so paid; but it is scarcely necessary to remark that they should be paid only for such articles as they may honestly produce by their own care, skill, and industry....
To pay them at present for Pork, there not having been time for them to rear the Pigs, would, I am desired to say, be only to buy back from them at a money price the very articles [Pigs] which have been issued to them at a nominal price in Marks."13 Gipps also refused to overlook the debts; "I this does not appear to have had much effect on the ticket holders, for at the beginning of 1843 Miller reported to the Treasury that no repayment whatsoever of the debt had been made."1' Gipps did permit unlimited purchases with marks at the store, 1 33 but Maconochie felt unable to take advantage of this because Gipps still hesitated to give him a favorable decision on a feature of the scheme which Maconochie considered essential to its success. This was the fixing of a definite number of marks as the price of a passage to the next stage of discipline. Maconochie reported that, although convicts remained willing to work to acquire the number of marks required to obtain a ticket-of-leave, ticket-ofleave holders lacked any further incentive to obtain marks and were in danger of lapsing into complete idleness. He eventually succumbed to the pressure put upon him to state the number of marks that would gain a man release from the island. The figure was placed at 5,000 marks, though he "guarded against this being considered certain by every Means in my Power." ' Finally he was forced to alter the system. He required each ticket holder to do a day.s work for the government, for which he received between twenty-two and thirty marks a day, and he limited his daily purchases at the store to the value of eleven marks a day. These eleven marks had to be earned each day in government service and could not be paid from an accumulated surplus of marks or from loans or gifts of marks from other convicts. 136 Gipps summarized the effects of these changes accurately enough:
[Tihey [ticket holders] are nearly if not exactly in the same position, as before they received their Tickets of Leave, the difference merely being that, after the performance of their day's work or task, they now have greater facilities afforded to them than they'formerly had for employing themselves for their own advantage; and that more of them are allowed to live out of Barracks; some of them more over being placed on The initial opposition of the Commissariat has already been referred to. Although Maconochie had his way to a certain extent in this dispute, he subsequently fell foul of the Commissariat by ignoring proper procedures for disposing of the agricultural produce of the island in connection with the ticket-of-leave scheme. By the time a decision on the matter had been made in London, however, it had been decided to recall Maconochie on other grounds. 19 At the beginning of the scheme 373 convicts were given tickets-of-leave. Of these about 135 were put on twenty-seven farms. By the time of Gipps' visit to the island about a year later, there were 509 ticket holders, but only seventy-eight farmers. Gipps attributed the decrease of farmers to three causes: the forfeiture by some of their tickets-of-leave, the expulsion of others by their partners, and sickness. Maconochie, however, put it down to the fact that he had been unable to give any assurances that the government would purchase their surplus produce. Maconochie had prepared a detailed system of account-keeping to support the ticket-of-leave scheme, whose "Particularity" he admitted to be "in exist--ing Circumstances... almost a Farce;" "yet," he added, apparently without malice, "we are thus acquiring Experience in Book-keeping." He did, in fact, prevail on Gipps during his visit to the island to allow the store to purchase ticket holders' surplus produce. " ' Mentidn has already been made of the rapidity 8, at 139(567). Gipps had commented on Maconochie's original plan for island tickets-of-leave by noting:
So novel an arrangement as the issue of Tickets of Leave at Norfolk Island, and the conversion into small farmers or Crottiers of several Hundred convicts, has created a sensation in the confined society of the place; and the whole proceeding is condemned and ridiculed in an almost unqualified manner, by persons accustomed only to the old system of convict discipline. with which ticket holders came forward with their first produce. It had been anticipated and was subsequently claimed by critics of the scheme that ticket holders would make up for their idleness by plundering government crops, both for, food for themselves and their animals and to sell to the government. The Comissariat noted how easy protecting the government crops had been when no convicts were allowed to possess any crops whatever, and how difficult it had now become when proof of illegal possession could be guaranteed only if the thief were caught in flagranti delictu. 141 Maconochie put the alleged short-fall in the production of land cultivated by ticket holders down to the poor quality of their allotments, and absolved them from any exceptional responsibility for plundering the crops. 142 Gipps, when he visited the island, reported that depredations on the government crops had decreased rather than increased but he attributed this to the low price of maize, which reduced temptation to steal, and the fact that ticket holders had largely given up rearing livestock because they were expecting constantly to be removed to Van Diemen's Land. 14' Gipps judged the farming element of the 144Id.
13, at 141(569).
14'NoOOLK ISLAND, supra note 96, at 12 etseq.
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well-conducted generally tney would be if not required to do anything at all. Yet this is to be their Station in free Life; it was to ascertain their Competence for this that I wished to try them with Tickets .... .16
By August 1842 Gipps had decided that in the following March or April he would remove all the "new hands" to Van Diemen's Land. 14 "The reason was partly that the experiment would then have run long enough to allow its effects to be judged and partly that Gipps was apprehensive of the expense that would be caused if it were decided that marks accumulated by convicts in excess of the number required by them to gain their' liberty should be bought from them with money. 1 4 "Bqcause of difficulties the convicts would face if discharged in Van Diemen's Land in winter, and because he believed that the cost of maintaining the establishment was less than he had anticipated it would be under Maconochie's original proposals for the ticket-ofleave system, Gipps subsequently decided not to remove them until six months later.
' Norfolk
Island itself was annexed to Tasmania on September 28, 1844 and became an integral part of the ill-fated "Probationary" System of convict, discipline established there. 150 Maconochie's system of tickets-of-leave lacked essential elements of parole, namely the freedom of the parolee to live and work where he chooses. To have allowed such freedom would clearly have been impossible on Norfolk Island, as Gipps subsequently and rather grudgingly admitted. He noted that whereas the ticket-of-leave holders should have cost the government nothing, they had instead cost as much as other convicts. ' The moral was taken by 14 8
